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BackgroundBackground

Austria
Color Drack Company

Germany
Lexx International Vertriebs

Plantiff Defendant



Argument of both parties

Austria Germany

- Color Drack wanted to return unsold

glasses to LEXX International

- Color Drack brought the case to 

district court (Austria)

- The court accepted the jurisdiction

under article 5 (1) (b) of Brussel I

Regulation.

- LEXX International refused and did not

pay  

- LEXX International denied and said that 

the  district court lacked of territorial 

jurisdiction 

Argument of both parties



What is Brussel Regulation?

Decisions of the courtDecisions of the court



• Color Drack brought an action for payment against LEXX before the Bezirk
sgericht St Johann im Pongau (Austria) within whose jurisdiction its registered
office is located.

• That court accepted jurisdiction on the basis of the first indent of Art 5(1)(b) of
Brussels I.

• Lexx appealed to the (Austria Supreme Court), which set aside that judgment
on the ground that the first instance court did not have jurisdiction

• Color Drack appealed against the decision of the Austrian Supreme Court, which
considers that an interpretation of the first indent of Art 5(1)(b) is necessary in
order to resolve the question of the jurisdiction of the Austrian court first seise.

Decisions of the courtDecisions of the court



On February 15th, the Advocate General delivered his Opinion and held:

Where there are several places of delivery, Article 5(1)(b) of Council Regulation

(EC) No 44/2001 of 22 December 2000 on jurisdiction and the recognition and

enforcement of judgments in civil and commercial matters is applicable if, as

agreed between the parties, the goods have been delivered in different places

in a single Member State.

Decisions of the courtDecisions of the court



The Court (Fourth Chamber) followed in principle the Advocate General’s 
Opinion by holding that:

The first indent of Article 5(1)(b) of Council Regulation (EC) No 44/2001 of 22
December 2000 on jurisdiction and the recognition and enforcement of
judgments in civil and commercial matters must be interpreted as applying
where there are several places of delivery within a single Member State

To that end, it is for the national court seised to determine whether it has
jurisdiction in the light of the evidence submitted to it. If it is not possible to
determine the principal place of delivery, each of the places of delivery has a
sufficiently close link of proximity to the material elements of the dispute and,
accordingly, a significant link as regards jurisdiction

Decisions of the courtDecisions of the court



Importance of the case for the international LawImportance of the case for the international Law

Why is this case important?



• Principle Place of Delivery

ü In case there are several places of delivery

ü The delivery of the goods is to take place of business of the seller

ü Delivery can take place at his or her residence

ü The location of the goods will be the place of delivery         

Importance of the case for the international LawImportance of the case for the international Law



ConclusionConclusion




